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Piaget defined a number of dialectical situations:  
1) Unification of two separate structures into a third one that enhances their separate possibilities;  
2) Coordination between the parts of the same object;  
3) Introduction of new structures as sub-systems;  
4) Circular interaction (establishment of equilibrium by moving back and forth);  
5) Transition from initial independence of separate objects to their coordination (like in learning to 
play chess).  
 
Piaget stressed that all five of these situations could be described with one general statement: dialectics 
is a genetic aspect of every balance. In this point of view Piaget apparently confused two different processes – 
developmental process per se, that by its nature is dialectical, and the very different process of dialectical 
thinking, which relies on its own logical structures.  
 
Hypothesis 
We believe that the genesis of the cognitive structures responsible for formal logic is separate from the genesis of 
the dialectical structures responsible for the development of dialectical thinking.  
While structures of formal logic are built around interrelations between classes of objects, central to 
dialectical structures are interrelations of the opposites, where separate objects, groups of objects, or their 
properties are mutually exclusive. We believe that an object can be analyzed from two separate logical 
viewpoints – formal logic and dialectical logic. The dialectical viewpoint is the ability to recognize both the 
opposites and the interrelations between them. Besides mutual exclusion, among types of dialectical interrelations 
are:  transformation, mediation, integration, conversion, seriation and change of alternative. These interrelation 
types compose elementary dialectical structures.   
The analysis of the elementary dialectical structures allowed Zadadaev [10] to create their Dn 
mathematical model with all the interrelation types interlinked within a formal dialectical structure, schematically 
illustrated (for structural link Dn with n=2) in the Fig 1.  
 
 
Fig.1 Simplified scheme of D2 category.  
 
Contrast to Piagetian tradition, we consider dialectical thinking a transformational process based on 
operations with opposites. On the level of image representation dialectical transformations are presented in the 
form of cycle. The latter appears when children develop stable notion of objects.   
Methodology  
Our research task was to compare the development of dialectic and formal logic’s structures in senior 
preschoolers. To assess the children’s ability to make generalizations, which is an index of formal logic 
development, we used the Odd One Out method [11]. To study the development of dialectical structures in 
children we designed and used the Cycles method which models one of the dialectic situations defined by Piaget 
(situation # 4) 
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performance on “fire burning” test series. The direct order of these series was bonfire – (empty box) – embers. 
The images in the options row were firewood, bucket of water, and matches. The reversed order in the second 
test card was embers – (empty box) – bonfire. A child was asked to choose from the options row the appropriate 
picture to go in the empty box. Lisa had chosen a picture depicting a bucket of water, explaining that it was “to 
put out the bonfire”. When asked to explain how it would happen she answered “First the firewood burns, then 
we put the bonfire out by throwing water on it, and then we have embers”. The experimenter drew Lisa’s 
attention to the order of pictures, noting that embers come first and, therefore, she should begin her story from 
them. However, she insisted that she said everything right. Such was the typical children’s response when they 
gave incorrect answers.   
The Pearson's correlation coefficient between variables of Cycles and Odd One Out experiments was r 
= 0,46 for the children of senior group, and r = 0,086 for the children of pre-school group. Furthermore, the use 
of t-statistics showed significant differences between the children of senior and pre-school groups in their 
performance on Cycles method (p=0,05; t=0,04). This finding was confirmed by the use of Mann — Whitney U-
test (p=0,05; u=0,026). These values support our hypothesis that by the senior kindergarten age dialectic 
cognition acts as a separate cognitive process based upon dialectic logic, while generalization is a tool of formal 
logic. 
Conclusion 
 
1. The results support our hypothesis that the development of dialectics and formal logic can be viewed as a 
development of two separate cognitive processes. This hypothesis requires further scientific studies.  
2. Based upon the obtained data we can conclude that the development of dialectical thinking takes place 
between the ages of 4-5 to 6-7 years - the sensitive period for this process.   
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